
Cutting:  

Cut out all the pattern pieces from your fabrics. The patterns are transferred to the back of the imitation 
leather. 

Cut out more:  

For the BODY of the bag:  

- 2 rectangles 23.3 cm wide x 24.4 cm high in imitation leather. 
- 2 rectangles 23.3 cm wide x 24.4 cm high with lining 

 
For the shoulder bag version ONLY:  
1 rectangle in imitation leather 10 cm long x 5 cm wide : trace the middle on the back of the fabric, at 2.5 cm, 
along the whole length. 
 

 

Le patron est la propriété de l’auteur, toute utilisation à des fins commerciales et toutes 
déviations, modifications du patronsont strictement INTERDITES © 

Toutes ventes des créations issues du patron sont donc interdites. Si vous souhaitez vendre les 
créations issues du patron, il faut utiliser le système de licences. Merci de me contacter à ce 
sujet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The pattern is the property of the author.    Any use for commercial purposes and all deviations, as well as 

modifications of the pattern are strictly PROHIBITED. 

All sales of the creations from the pattern are therefore prohibited.  If you wish to sell the patterns, you must 

use the license system. Thank you for contacting me about this. 



Step by step:   

Preparation of the unicorn's head 
 

 

1. Pin the snout to the unicorn's 
head using the mark on the 
pattern, and prick 2 mm along the 
upper edge on the snout. 

 

2. Trace the mouth of the unicorn 
with a cloth pencil. Be careful to 
leave at least 2 cm of margin 
between the mouth and the edge 
of the fabric. 

 

3. Stitch in a straight point over your 
line. 

 

4. Stitch the mouth with a 
bumblebee stitch (very tight 
zigzag stitch). The middle of your 
Teflon foot follows your seam 
line. If your imitation is thin, it is 
advisable to iron it on the back, 
at mouth level, before sewing. 

 


